Autistic or Neurodivergent Social Differences
- Points out facts
- Points out more facts
- Points out irony
- Points out and corrects inaccuracy
- Direct and forthright statements
- Monotropic
- Rule follower who points out rules
- Honest and frank
- Clarifies the truth in half-truths, lies
- Champions right, moral, ethical, justice without compromise
- Dichotomous thinking, especially where human rights (and ABA) are concerned
- Heightened sense of justice

Ableism running rampant
- Hyper-awareness of a social order
- Strokes egos
- Uses soft language that can be explained away

Hierarchical ranking of relationships
- Group perception is the priority, so moderates perceptions and others’ emotions
- Sets the group communication expectations through "othering"
- Pathologizes diversity in expression
- Shaming used to reign in diversity in social intelligence: "Rude", "Blunt", "Unkind", "Militant", "Dictating", "Controlling"

Resources:
- Lived experiences
  Why are autistic people generally more blunt and forthright than their neurotypical counterparts? [Link]
- "Blunt and frank": Embracing my Autistic identity - Reframing Autism [Link]